Short Course: Extrasolar Space Weather
The Hidden Hand in Exoplanet Evolution
Monday, November 6, 2023
Salvatori Seminar Room | California Institute of Technology | 626.395.6630

Campus Directory Map
- EMERGENCY TELEPHONE
- SECURITY STATION
- FIRST AID STATION
- SHELTER SITE
- EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER
- CAMPUS BOUNDARY

Parking:
Please park in Parking Structure #3 (under the softball field) on the B2 (commuter) or B3 (student) levels in any unnamed spaces.
Permits are required in all campus lots between the hours of 7:00 am - 5:00 pm. Free Parking after 5:00 pm.
Purchase a parking permit at the pay station identified on the map in Structure 3 (JPLers may use their JPL hang tag) and display it on your dashboard.
Workshop participants may use the parking kiosk access code provided in the logistics email.

Short Course Location: Third Floor, Salvatori Seminar Room South Mudd Building
Parking (Underground Parking Structure 3)
EV charging stations on levels B2

- Pay Station
- ATM